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 This enlarged second edition includes over 2,000 ingredients including 200 fresh and updated
entries. Since a product's greatest purpose would be to benefit the epidermis, it is crucial to have
an knowledge of how the skin works, how and why a product may or might not penetrate it, and
what treatment individual epidermis types and circumstances may require. It is difficult to
discuss product substances without correlating product performance to skin function. Expanded
information on antioxidants and their balance, new discussion on aging and delicate epidermis,
and function of SPF and new sunblock ingredients offering complete spectrum sunscreen and
sunblock for both UVA and UVB rays has been added. The many skin types, conditions, and
appropriate substances for treatments give a quick mention of address customers' needs.The
second edition of the thorough reference can be an invaluable tool for assessing cosmetic
products, addressing both quality of the product and the effect it has on the skin. An expanded
section on epidermis physiology and chemical ideas enables the reader to better understand
product efficiency through a thorough explanation of how chemicals and substances interact. A
comprehensive glossary of terms within your skin physiology section familiarizes visitors with
the terminology utilized by chemists, and an appendix cross-referencing Latin botanical titles
with popular names complete this reference.
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Three Stars good for money Fantastic information Love this book, excellent reference Great
Service I purchased it for a pal and she received it in a timely manner. I carry it with me to read
when I have one minute because it's simply so informative. It isn't comprehensive in the sense
that it offers every ingredient I question about, but it is wonderfully comprehensive in the way it
describes how a product best and what it is used for. Easy to carry around for quick reference. A
must have I use this book all the time in my line of business. Great book for anyone who adores
beauty and skincare! Thank you!!! I have very sensitive skin and I have allergies to different items
and moisturizers, so I want to research ingredients in some products that my epidermis may be
reacting to. This dictionary is indeed comprhensive and has superb information and clear to see
descriptions on ingredients and if they are regarded toxic or not and when they might be reactive
to many! Everything as described and more! Highly recommended!! Five Stars This book is vital!
Lets you know everything about cosmetic ingredients!! beauty industry and utilize this just like a
bible. It's a bit more current, 2005, and more enjoyable to read. This book has helped a lot in
class as well as educate my clients on products which are beneficial to their skin. I prefer A
Consumer's Dictionary of Aesthetic Ingredients by Ruth Wintertime. it's okay This is a very dry
reference book. Excellent! Need to discover this in electronic form to carry with me on a regular
basis.! I work in the personal care &Very good information in this small book Very good
information in this little book. She was very happy with the book and I am happy with the
purchase. Thank you. Book I loved this book. It really is geared more towards cosmetology
students and is also from 2001. And also my own. Must have book. It is possible to about
different things can help your face. Not really any items to be used just set of products. Very
knowledge info.
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